May 10, 198:3
::Je ar Raha •
First I wish to congratulate you on your proposed
Introduction to the A-A pamphlet which I do hope will go to press
~ soon• it is of the essence it be off the press at the very
timi we have discusaioiBof Perspective tor N&L Constitutional
Convention.
At the same time, please permit me to ~ criticize you tor
the timing not only because you took altogether too long a period
before meeting the deadline we had agreed on last year, but also
because
, by the time you did it, I was on the moat extensive
and exhaustive 2t mo. tour on nothing less important than the
lOOth anniversary of Marx's death as"new birth-time of history"
tor our age. In a word, TIMING is not only of the essence for
past and present but future. So, please do follow STRICT ADHERENCE
TO TIMING now so that both the ... Iranian perspectives and ours
merge in a way that internationalism and revolutionrnx nationalism
merge in the manner in which they did in Luxemburg n the way aha
was both Polish and German and world revolutionary in her activities
in the concrete,
·
Now the~ all I think that your IntBoduction needs is a
matter of a few changes in style so that, at once,you get the
.l!m!..• the relevant in both what you are aayiJii for Iran and for
why you reprint* at this time. Perhaps you can even include, at
end, even if only in a footnote~a reference to CIRA conf. without,
however,· an approval, just that it happened and I did speak there·'
and Marxist-Humanism was present. Thus, note that on p. 1: , 1st ·PE:.
I suggested the 1st lines be 'bl!.ow concretely Jrd world•
.' •/;';.> .
we are presently,
--the 4th year since ·the 1979 iranian revolution--in the year of''tne"·.: ·
Marx centenary. r'llecau.se this is· no mere coincidence 1 rather it is .. · · ,
the year when, . finally,
Marx' a Marxism can be. seen ·as a to1al,!;
tor it is only now that wile works of .his last decade • turned to · ··: ':,'·.·.
what we now call The Third World in his Ethnological Notebooks.. It is::
lQj: now that we pan se ... ·~hE>.t L:arx ~ kept working out his whole
life. as a revolutionary ........ ask ourselves• why is it that we
let'Khomeini usurp that spontaneous revolt as if he,Khomeini, was
that expression of elemenyal revolt of the masses for freedom?
For the 2nd par.of p. 1, outside of underlining the word,
process, and ·adding the word that liberals are the ones who very
nearly automatically translate• technological backwardness as
"backwardness of the masses", I propose only the extension of the
last sentence& after you mention A-A pamphlet to s~yt
which was
written at the start of the Jrd world revolutions and is even more
.
relevant today than in the 19"0s. Then it was a warning where thea~· ·
revolutions might end without a philosonhy of revolution, l'low that ; ·.
warning is both tragic fact and indication of how we can begin anew~··
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For your ~. I again only
extended last sentence of par.l,
after you mention RL, WL, Kid, . _ . thus 1 •
Makes it what she calls a
"Trilogy ot Revolution" for our age which began as a movement from
practice to theo~ which was itself a form of theory with Its new
revolts In produ~ion (Automation), in cognition (in East Europe
especially, but alae in Latin America and Africa and Asia as well
as in the Black revolts in the US itseltJ and is now challenging
both post-Marx Marxists and all theoret!Cians to rise to the point
ot phi~aophy,
.
And in par.2 I simply changed the word,"discovery" to
•working out" the ramifications ot the 1905 Rus*ian-Polish revoiutions
ub the Eaet,esp.Iran which was then called Per6ia.

On p.) I simply tried to shown itm both by cutting out 1st
sentence on 1959 publ, so that the par.at once begins with
What. BD saw in )rd World, and while extending 1n 2nd. par. on
!erx• a MarxiBlll tha phrase •
·· '
·
that makes clear that post-Marx Marxists
had rooted themselves 1n a truncated Marxism since they did not
have the works ot his last decade, I cut out entirell the last Par•
which was mentioned in a brief phrase so that the re evance lbr
today and tor Iran that you do well on p.4 stand out more pro!Diplntly,.
not· only in p. S as you wrote it but perhaps there you can aention • ·• .
what I referred to at the start as a ret.to CIRA. &: my tppearance
In a ,word, it is not the past. but its relevance tor today· tlui.t.
all keep in mind and .work out tor tbemaelves.
O.k.?
~J /
Yours,
I

r/'jl/
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·

yes, I'm sending a copy to LA for Azadcar ahd~~~~~i the last
obviously because he is organizer &: the ~"li'iiCause he is
.being invited to center for the summer mos.to 'participate in
.
proeparations for Const.Conv. & opening Of Perspectives discussions ..
.,hich is when I hope yors plus :translation of A•A pamphlet would be
ready llso. And for you I enclose your Introd.so you can
see what I scribbled on but is actually in this letter more
legSble.
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In~li:pduction to the Farsi Afro-Asian Pamphlet ~J.: .., "..:1 ·~:;-!

·coincJ.des vn:tn Marx's centenary. "-we turn hel!'e
·~ ·•
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those two together is not j.ust coincidence but rather the question '·. l·~··
~·
,)'
that Marx kept working out his whole life as a philosopher of revol:,~•~t I
-H .~~.~-·'' I
. ution as well as one of its participants--how do we begin anew? We ;!i.-l.~'., .-,,.
IY,~

'have gone through an actual revolution--a revolution so massive, and
so persistent in the long preparatory strikes that became a General!
·Mgs~ Poli ti_g~l Strike which drove the Shah along with his 'backers,

u.s.
.,

·imperialism, from power.
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Yet we are now under the whip of counter-

revolution,
one that emerged right from witnin the zerolution which it
: '

itYi;,itlli:tted· so brutally to destroy.
it .that we

We must,

'"'-f

~tctak-
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. .
omem1
·... v
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lm;~y;?~Y,flf' the inasses for. freedom?
What is e:Ven worse now is to take defeat as

~~~:~~.J.j~;{(t•Odiay

~~~"i~nEit>·;bliciiulse

as if there was rto way forthe movement

of Iran's technologicai backwardness,
of the masses."

wh.i~:h7!~~~~~~~~~

This kind of economic

the whole of revolution with Khomeini,

li'ae.fe's;t;;~sui'Ji1:Y"'aoesn 't leave us. anywhere to go •

What is needed .· .

"'""'lr

·.' . . ·

at. revolution that doesn't begin with appears to be.' · ·
re•sti:it, but looks to the revolutionary process to answer the

e$;i:ic)n wfiat happens. a:f'ter the overthrow,?

This is what COIILI?elled

and publication of l'laya Dunayevskaya 's "National

.

Marxist-Humanism and. the Afro-Asian Revolutions]"
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The author of this pamphlet, Raya Dunayevskaya, is the
founder of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S.

In a life time of involvement

in diverse revolutionary movements, she has completed three comprehensive theoretical-philosophic works on Marx's philosophy of revolution as well as its development for our age as dialectics of liberation.
These works ares Marxism and Freedoms from 1776 to Today (1958), Philosophy and Revolutions from Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao (197:3)-.,..'
.

.f!o

..path republished· this year for the Marx centenary.,

~ !o d-:pu;

a&d.l\ne~est

work,

.off the press,

}{~~~~.liYQJ,.~~'tl1:_,u... ,.r,(<_~_ s~v ;~~ :1vJf:t. ·_·~::11-1_)•-n:..·...,.

- at wo'ik' 0;.
began in 1978.

:,';~;;t ~'!$Jr;).nt.;. ;

This. 'led :td' her ~~ the

·. · . ic;:l~!~L.9~ts:~i

i9:05 Russian-Polish revolution in the East, especiail.lythe·
in Iran, where a deeper development of the

great demonstration of Iranian women liberationists on
Women's Day 1979

~d

spell out its significance

~if.i:\~~~~ri~~::~pthe second chapter of the revolution as well as its· 'i:n,tl!lr

·;{~~~~~~~:=:~&

~1

r

· .. : . ~~

_-·

AJ.ong with that was 'an analyis ·of ~the' em~r.~ent·
sion. in· her March. 27, 1979 Political-Philosophic Lette~ , : ;·_.:,_·. , .,,,.,_.,,

·
Unfoldment,.jm~, co~tradictions ~ithi~ ·the

Revolution."

.T~is

iol'li'tteir and her other· Poli tica1-Philosophic Letters which trace.·
';•?c:Oill~se . of revolution and counterre·volution are all published

sa'Dara. te pamphlet I "Iran• Revolution .and Counterrevoluti~ni.'i; ·.
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the introduction she wrote to the Farsi publication of her letters
("Struggle Continues, 1rlhat Kind of Revolution is Needed in the )iattle
'

' I

~

against the Khomeini-IRP Counterrevolution?") is both a summation of
the current revolutionary period of Iran as well as a perspective for
the future, we felt it necessary to republish it as an appendix to
this pamphlet.

~he ·pamph].e:L~Q.Y.. haVJLin-haxld-wa&--o.:cig-ina:l.-:ly-wri t.t.en.J.n_::.-;__-.. ·

!.959 .(-w.i:th-..a...new-Br-i tiSlledi tton in -196-1.) when a whole-new-'fh-i·rd-Wor-1~~-
Y!~_:I: __o.f.....±he..-A:t:r-o-As-ia:R Revelu-1;ie'Rs aga l nat we!L!;~n impeJ.:.---:2..........:
~~-iartsm.,.

\'/hat Dunayevskaya saw in the Third 1rlorld was, not geography,

but new human dimensions, new forces and new passions for the reconstruction. of society, whose maturity is the exact opposite of tech. nological backwardness.

Now that the fiJ:'st workers • state, Russia,

had been transformed into its opposite (state-capital ism), .she
. concept of . :'

technologically advanced and technologically
backward countri·E!'·i
.
.... ·~:;:it·~;:;i~4:
'

Dunayevskaya •s pointing to the great passion of our .
. does nqt want to be determined by technology and finding.·
·
· ' .
·
. world revolution··· .: ·.·
.............. t .I'etusal ·a.new·poitft.;~epar.tura· ·f'or. I, began with tier·

..

f:i·'!'i.i:!;h;;~i.~~:., the determinant is,. not technology (object), but

"''"'·'·'····:.c~-1~fn.g

hilinsli'.l
..

ii:t.t~

who are not just <force but Reason of ··X•ev·o1·~t~C,:r~;k/•:i~

This new age that had begu,n objectively with a neyi atag,~:;ii~·,::~~
I

I

. . .. ·....

:::;...,~.,,·,,..·•·. proquction--AUTOMATION-- was ~ollo,wed with the emergeru:e 9:f a
:

.·.

·:~Pci~taneous ~ovement

~hg

in the

1~50~.

Both the Ameticari

automation who asked for'-{qualitatively

diff~~ent

.as well as the Eastern Euro-p.ean revolutions froni unde.r.\IC(
.
wi t!yo .: I ·
~\~~~~!llllta.ri:anl~sm that began \,:/the East German ut~rislng
~
.
\
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tl;le slogan "bread and freedom", unfurled a banner of Humanism; so
universal a banner Humanism that it became the characteristic of all
freedom

st~uggles.
,'

I

The newness and profundity of the philosophic questions

these movements raised made Dunayevskaya develop further her original
idea that the "movement from practice is itself a form, of theory".

.

izelcrJ.~

The key is that the movement from practice does not ~ Marxist
revolutionaries of their responsibilites.

Quite the contrary, it

was the beginning of a new stage of cognition about a human relationship
to technology that now challenged theory itself to meet its demands,
to establish a new relationship of theory to practice.
Instead if we fail to work out a new unity between theory
andpra:ctice, the outcome, if not outright betrayal, surely initiates
:a retrogression in thought that rathe~ than releasing the creative
'·· ., ' .

.-'

..

,-_.

.

1t

.~~~-'"~elil,e]~g•ieis.:·lo.f- the new mass rebellions ,/stifles th·e revolution.

·
· ·
·
the
·
. Herein lies th_e tragedy of/African revolutions that

soor• after the revolution.

The beginnings of the African,

~.\<l~tf~iv~;~~~~iotiLs .were also a proclaiming, even in their leaders, of Ma,rx:ism,_,afii

Yet so. weighte.d down were the national leaders with the
'·.

::

turned. to one of the ,:t;wo,·poles of world _capi tal--:U .s. .ob'
·.·.
Whhol.lt the masses, i.e. , without their reason · ·
~lff~~~-~-·b~:sa.s· Of revolU\iOn and humanism, there remained no way to

thi>.--·,,b'l .. ctive vorteX;;;'Of.·the world market.
revolution, however, discloses something new,
The new in the· Iranian qevolution reveals

~~~·rig~h and great weakne!ls.

both~~~~~~J%/~j

Pour ye'ars ago, Iran was the birth pl:aii~';lit~

f,~·t!t~h!·Ei_, gr'eatest, most mass.ive revolution that burst forth and o'ro1Llg111.'1;-:
•:!".•!."~- broader and deeper layers of society to the actual scene of

j,
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revolution, and so miraculously put an end to the despotic regime of
· the Shah, armed to the teeth with the most sophisticated technological
weapons.

,.
!

What was even more outstanding than the overthrow of the

Shah was the flowering of creative energies of millions in the ongoing
revolution who felt themselves to be not just muscle but the Reason
of revolution.

The shoras that emerged at the workplaces were instru-

ments of workers' self-emancipation, of workers control over their lives.
It took two full years of constant state repression both with outright
force of arms and certainly always the impoetion of Islamic ideology

I

i
!
i

to transform them.

That meant suppressing any initiative outside of

opposition to the Great Satan.

The same is true for the unemployed

and student youth.who fought the regime on the barricades.

It took

~othing short of closing the universities, even high schools, to make

,?~ii@aht

hotbe.ds of revolutionary activity--and activity in this period
new
also an i.l' ., . ·.~ :"•. ,., search for/revolutionary ideas-- quiescent.

Kurdish. fight
for self-determination which is the most demoqratic .:.·
.
:,)

_'ext~nslve ·in. worker takeovers and peasant land seizures, is. ongo:~ : · ,
tC:i;':1:h.i.s.::day.

The 500,000 women mobilizing for five full days

again~.i,'?c '

;::!( K.tio11reini were the first to make explicit the goal of .the revol tion
no freedom."
The
these revolutionary forces were also the ones who

·''"'" +,.-·"'a-,~-··

ovet:t'i4i~!rg~

the revolution from mere overthrow of the Shah to actual

. and new htiman ,relations.

But what is equally true is the
the thought and activity of Marxist.:.

from the

mas~es

in motion• a

separat~on

that became · ·

at the.high point of the revolution.
Rather than feeling compelled to reorganize to

'~""· ....... "'"· the' revolution,

"the Left instead chose to so narrow the very

of revolution as to identify its expression with Khomeini.

\f<;~;,~Tl\\.ls tailending his 'anti-lmperialism" meant tailending also l:W!. aim .

'!'

-6Those of us today, who have become oppressively

:for the revolution.

. ·awar.e of Khomeini 's counterrevolution certainly can't reduce once again
the whole preparation for revolution to strategy and tactics and plunge
.ourselves into the indulgence of pure sloganeering--this time "Down
with Khomeini" in place of "Down with the Shah"-- as unifyP,ng· .force.
No! The whole experience of revolution demands that we not express
·ourselves only in terms of what we're against.

What is·needed is a

new unifying force on-the ground of the highpoint of the· revolution.
It is true that the revolution that was is no longer
ongoing, however, the great experience of the 'masses in creating the
revolution and taking the first brea.th of freedom is not going to
disappear so easily.

The elemental creativity 'Of diverse forces of

revolution--workers, youth, women, minorities (Kurd especially)-also ·a new consciousness
of what .is possible which will
not
.·
.
:the vr:~id ·being created by Khomeini 's counterrevolution •
-

~

At .·

::?';i';~liS.'m.ollie.•n.t;. wpoen the .objective crises are de!!per than ever arid the •
•

•

••

••••

'

J

{:i;J~B.l~.dEihip. of .the:masses more than before, that consciousness can

!:,;,b_&,<9r:Jllll..,e

the

reg'en~rating force for a revival of .mass activities.

the· very concept of revolution becomes

f}~!~',onlt••.·thlit .C~ O~en,
a p,erspective
of total uprooting and become {r.t'O\lLnc~,:·.·,•'.
.
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